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INTRO
We here at History Making Productions hope that the Philadelphia:
The Great Experiment series can enrich your classroom teaching in a
way that is exciting for your students and not too time-consuming for
you. Here's how it works.
For each 25-minute episode you will find:
BEFORE
Attention grabbing "hooks" to stimulate student interest
Images and/or documents from the film along with suggested discussion questions to
prepare students to view the episode
Vocabulary lists to teach unfamiliar terms
Essential questions to help you frame the lesson
List of Relevant Pennsylvania Common Core Standards
DURING
Note-taking sheets to keep your students focused as they view the episode
Suggested stopping points to maximize student interest and understanding
AFTER
Follow-up lessons based on content from the episode
Class activities based on the webisodes that accompany each episode, along with
webisode worksheets that require information gathering, exploration of primary
sources, and critical analysis
Lessons based on primary sources relevant to the episode
Suggestions for topics that can be explored more fully using our Shortcuts, brief
interviews with experts that are available on the historyofphilly.com website.
A set of five quiz questions based on the note taking sheet.
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LESSON PLAN for The Fight (1965-1978)
BEFORE
(Preparing for and showing the episode should take approximately one 50minute class period.)
Work before watching:
Using the Introductory PowerPoint, have students look at images of "fights" in
Philadelphia during the 1960s and 1970s. What kinds of fights are depicted? Which of these
fights do they think would have been the most significant, the most interesting, the most
vicious, and/or the most trivial? What, if anything, do they know about any of the events shown
in the images?
Words before watching:
These are terms that are used in the episode and on the note sheet. It will be helpful to review
any unfamiliar terms with students or to distribute the vocabulary list to students.
• Imperious-assuming power or authority without justification; domineering
• Artifact-an object made by people in the past
• Prodigious-very big and impressive
• Notoriety-the condition of being well-known or famous for a bad reason
• Charisma-a special charm or appeal
• Brash-done in haste without regard for consequences
• Profane-disrespectful
• Exacerbate-to make worse
• Finesse-skillful, subtle handling of a situation
• Bamboozle-to trick, cheat, or deceive
• Class action lawsuit-a lawsuit that allows a large number of people with a

common interest in a matter to sue or be sued as a group.
• Beleaguered-troubled
• Embargo-an official ban on trade with a particular country. The oil embargo
mentioned in the episode was declared in October of 1973 by OPEC, an
alliance of oil-producing countries, to punish the United States and other
countries that supported in Israel in the Yom Kippur War against Egypt, Syria,
and Jordan. As a result of the 6-month embargo, gas prices soared, long lines
at gas pumps became commonplace, and the United States economy was
plunged into recession.

Wondering before watching
These are the essential questions that permeate the episode and all supplementary materials.
You may choose to present them before and/or after watching.
• What kinds of fights did Philadelphia and the nation experience during the 1960s and
1970s?
• What were the causes and effects of the loss of industry in Philadelphia?
• Why was Frank Rizzo such a controversial mayor?
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LESSON PLAN for The Fight (1965-1978), Continued
•

How do sports and music come to symbolize a city? How are today's sports and music
icons with a Philadelphia connection similar to and different from those depicted in the
episode

DURING
Work while watching:
Students will fill out a note-taking sheet.
Pause while watching:
At 18:58, have students analyze Tony Auth's cartoon. What is Auth's opinion on the controversy
between Mayor Rizzo and the press? Why is Philadelphia depicted as a sinking ship?
You may want to do primary source activity I at 22:13
AFTER
Discussion after watching
• The narrator says that Rizzo was elected due to "pain and fear". What were the
sources of these feelings?
• The episode ends on an upbeat note, referring to the "grit" and "resilience" of
Philadelphia residents. Does this ring true to you or do you think this was simply a
convenient device for ending the film?
• Is there a "sound of Philadelphia" in popular music today?
• Refer to essential questions
Activity after watching—cooperative option
Have students list as many fights as they can think of that were depicted in the episode
(e.g. Rizzo's fight to be elected, police v. black and Latino communities, Frazier v. Ali,
Flyers as "Broad Street bullies", police women v. City of Philadelphia, Recall Rizzo
campaign, Rizzo v. the press, Rizzo and unions v. the Inquirer, fight for survival in wake of
deindustrialization, fight over location of Bicentennial, Rizzo v. Bicentennial protestors).
Choose five or six of these and put students in small groups. Students will work
together to decide which of the fights was the most significant, the most interesting, the
most vicious, and the most trivial. A spokesperson from each group will share their
choices and reasoning with the rest of the class.
Activity after watching—competitive option
Have students list as many fights as they can think of that were depicted in the episode.
(See list above.) Then, divide them into small groups and assign each group one of the
fights. Their task is to prove to the class that their fight was the most significant to take
place during the era. You may want to give them the opportunity to do research and
expand this into a two or three day activity. Each group will present their arguments in
support of their assigned fight, and then the class will vote to determine who made the
most convincing case.
Activity after watching—primary sources 1
During the episode, Kenny Gamble describes music as "a great weapon against hostility".
Have students assess this statement by analyzing the lyrics of "Love Train," the 1972
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Lesson Plan for The Fight, Continued
O'Jay's song that is played during the episode. Students may enjoy seeing a YouTube
video of this song that exemplifies "the sound of Philadelphia". Love Train video.
Activity after watching—primary sources 2
Have students read about the 1967 student walk out that is briefly depicted in The Fight
(at 21 seconds, 36 seconds, and 12 minutes: 26 seconds) student walkout
background. Next, show students the "Rizzo Must Go!" flyer and have them fill
out this worksheet. Have students share their answers and then explain that this
campaign did not catch on. Indeed, the only mention of it in the local press was in a
December article in The Philadelphia Tribune. Have students read the article and
then discuss what might have been a more successful strategy for the African American
community to pursue in their effort to see Frank Rizzo fired for his actions on
November 17, 1967.
Activity after watching—webisode
Show students the Girard College webisode about an important and complicated series
of events in Philadelphia history. Ask what questions they have after watching this brief
summary. Then, have them complete the Girard College Webquest. After
completing the webquest, see if students' questions were answered. If time allows, show
the Girary College webisode once more or assign in for homework. Ask students how
their viewing experience differed once they had substantially more background on the
topic.
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RELEVANT PENNSYLVANIA COMMON CORE STANDARDS
Key Ideas and Details
Grade 6-8
-Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate
summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.
-Identify key concepts in a text's description of a process related to history/social studies(e.g., how a bill
becomes law, how interests rates are raised or lowerred).
Grade 9-10
-Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate
summary of how key events or ideas develop over the course of the text
-Analyze in detail a series of events described in a text; determine whether earlier events caused later
ones or simply preceded them.
Grade 11-12
-Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate
summary that makes clear the relationship among the key details and ideas
-Evaluate various explainations for actions or events and determine which explaination best accords
with the textual evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters uncertain
Craft and Strucure
Grade 6-8
-Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author's point of view or purpose (e.g., loaded language
inclusion or avoidance of particular facts).
Grade 9-10
-Analyze how a text uses structure to emphasize key points or advance an explaination or analysis
Grade 11-12
-Evaluate authors' differing points of view on the same historical event or isssue by assessing the
author's claims, reasoning, and evidence.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
Grade 6-8
-Integrate visual information (e.g. in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with other
information in print and digital texts)
-Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text.
-Analyze the relationship between a primary and secondary source on the same topic.
Grade 9-10
-Assess the extent to which the reasoning and evidence in a text support the author's claims.
-Compare and contrast treaments of the same topic in several primary and secondary sources
Grade 11-12
-Integrate an evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g.
visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a question or solve a problem
-Evaluate an authors's premises,claims, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them with other
information
-Integrate informationation from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent
understanding of an event, noting discrepancies among sources.
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The Fight: Vocabulary List

• Imperious-assuming power or authority without justification; domineering
• Artifact-an object made by people in the past
• Prodigious-very big and impressive
• Notoriety-the condition of being well-known or famous for a bad reason
• Charisma-a special charm or appeal
• Brash-done in haste without regard for consequences
• Profane-disrespectful
• Exacerbate-to make worse
• Finesse-skillful, subtle handling of a situation
• Bamboozle-to trick, cheat, or deceive
• Class action lawsuit-a lawsuit that allows a large number of people with a

common interest in a matter to sue or be sued as a group.
• Beleaguered-troubled
• Embargo-an official ban on trade with a particular country. The oil
embargo mentioned in the episode was declared in October of 1973 by
OPEC, an alliance of oil-producing countries, to punish the United States and
other countries that supported in Israel in the Yom Kippur War against Egypt,
Syria, and Jordan. As a result of the 6-month embargo, gas prices soared, long
lines at gas pumps became commonplace, and the United States economy was
plunged into recession.	
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Note Sheet Key, The Fight (1965-1978)

Fill this in as you watch. Sentences in italics are direct quotations from the episode.
1. Frank Rizzo is described as an "artifact of pain and fear".
2. In a climate laced with crime , shuttered factories and fear, Rizzo declares his
candidacy in the mayoral election, a bid to turn his prodigious notoriety as police chief into
political power.
3. Textile workers in Kensington:
1903
1970s
70, 000
5-10,000
4. How did the closing of factories impact communities?
People could not find jobs, homes lost value, churches lose income,
civic fabric disintegrates (Elks Clubs, Rotaries, baseball teams). "A
tsunami effect". Families disintegrate, buildings left barren, crime,
houses in disrepair, social services fell apart.
5. Rizzo believed he could use his physical power and his charisma to hold at bay all the
forces of urban chaos.
6. What was Joe Frazier's style of fighting? "In your face, at you…" Aggressive
7. What was the playing style of the Stanley Cup winning Philadelphia Flyers? Tough;
the "Broad Street Bullies"
8. The Rizzo administration was accused of corruption and police brutality.
9. What was the result of the class action lawsuit filed by women against the city of
Philadelphia? The city lost; the police department was told to stop
discriminating.
10. What were some of the characteristics of "The Sound of Philadelphia"? Heard
everywhere; mix of funk and soul; party/dance/good time music;
brought people together from a range of backgronds, "magic";
"infectious"; inspiring; social comments
11. For 1,000 days, Mayor Rizzo refused to speak to the press. After a parody
interview was published in the Inquirer, Rizzo supporters protested by blocking
trucks.
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Note Sheet Key, Continued
12. When Mayor Rizzo decided to raise taxes in 1976, a petition was launched to
demand a recall election. The effort is declared unconstitutional by the state
Supreme Court.
13. Why was the Bicentennial celebration so poorly attended? Rizzo called in
national guard which scared people.
14. Why does the nation feel beleagured at the time of the Bicentennial? Oil embargo,
Vietnam War, Watergate, deindustrialization
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Desegregation of Girard College WebQuest
A. Go to http://northerncity.library.temple.edu/content/reverend-drmartin-luther-king-6 There will be parts where the sound doesn't work and some blank tape.
Just be patient.
1. According to King, what is a parallel between Philadelphia and the South?
Segregated housing (which "messes up our schools")
2. What does King mean when he says "You can't hold a man down in the valley without staying
down there with him to keep him there".
Oppression holds back the oppressor as well as the oppressed. (Answers will
vary.)
B. Go to:
http://northerncity.library.temple.edu/content/collections/desegregationgirard-college/when-timeline
1. During the early 1950s, what were reasons given for and against desegregating Girard
College?

•
•

FOR
Brown v. Board decision
Changing social and political
circumstance

•

AGAINST
Upholding Girard's will

2. What was the ruing of the Orphans' Court in 1955 with regard to Girard College?
Segregation upheld to comply with Girard's will
3. What did the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania decide in 1956?
Upheld the lower court decision to maintain segregation
4. What did the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) decide in 1957? How did
Girard College avoid following the SCOTUS ruling?
Overturned Supreme Court of PA. decision; said that PA.'s support of Girard
College's racial ban violates the 14th Amendment. Girard College became a
private school when the Board of City Trusts was no longer a trustee.
5. What strategy was used by the local NAACP under the leadership of Cecil B. Moore in its
renewed effort to desegregate Girard College?
Picketing
6. In 1965, which groups and/or individuals were advocating for the desegregation of Girard
College?
The City Solicitor, Governor Scranton, Mayor Tate, Cecil B. Moore (president
of local NAACP), Martin Luther King, Jr. , special counsels William T.
Coleman Jr. & Charles Biddle, mothers of African American boys, etc.
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Desegregation of Girard College WebQuest, Continued
7. Why, after 10 months without picketing, did it resume in October of 1966?
Girard College trustees voted to appeal U.S. District Court Judge Lord's
decision that the school was violating state law.
8. On what constitutional principle does Judge Lord rule that the seven African American
students should be admitted to Girard College? What do the federal Third Circuit Court of
Appeals and the SCOTUS decide about Judge Lord's ruling?
14th Amendment (equal protection); Third Circuit Court upheld it, SCOTUS
refuses to hear appeal
C. Go to: http://northerncity.library.temple.edu/search-allcollections/6,915?page=1
Choose one photo from one of the following albums. Describe in detail what you see and write
at least one question the photo raises for you. Notice that there are numerous pages of
photographs.
1."Civil rights demonstrators at Girard College"
Answers will vary.
2. "Civil rights leaders at Girard College"
Answers will vary.
3. "Police activity at Girard College"
Answers will vary.
D. Go to: http://northerncity.library.temple.edu/search-all-collections/6,925
Choose a newspaper article (notice that there are numerous pages of them). Summarize its
content and indicate what it tells you about the desegregation of Girard College.

Answers will vary.

E. Go to: http://northerncity.library.temple.edu/search-all-collections/6,934
After listening to an oral history of your choice, summarize the person's experience during the
Girard College protests.
Answers will vary.
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Primary Source Activity Key, "Rizzo Must Go!" Flyer
1. Why do the organizers of this campaign want Frank Rizzo to be fired
from his position as police commissioner?
As police commissioner, he had students beaten when they
were gathered to express concerns about their education. He
also stated that "Black Power must be crushed".

2. What is the flyer asking people to do and how would their doing so lead
to the firing of Frank Rizzo?
People are asked not to make any major purchases in the
Philadelphia area or from Philadelphia-based stores. The
hope is that this will put pressure on merchants and
businesses and who, in turn, will want to have Rizzo fired.
(Note: students should understand that the mayor hires and
fires police commissioners; this campaign was based on a
very indirect strategy.)

3. According the flyer, "OUR MONEY IS POWER". Do you agree with this
statement? Why or why not?
Answers will vary.

4. Do you think that this campaign had a significant impact on the
merchants and businesses of Philadelphia? Why or why not?
Answers will vary, however, it is important that students
understand that this effort would require people to refrain
from purchasing Christmas gifts.

5. Do you think that the students' three demands listed on the flyer have
been met? Explain your answer.
Answers will vary.
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The O'Jays' "Love Train

People all over the world (everybody); Join hands (join)
Start a love train, love train
People all over the world (all the world, now)Join hands (love ride)
Start a love train (love ride), love train
The next stop that we make will be soon
Tell all the folks in Russia, and China, too
Don't you know that it's time to get on board
And let this train keep on riding, riding on through
Well, well, people all over the world (you don't need no money)
Join hands (come on)
Start a love train, love train (don't need no ticket, come on)
People all over the world (Join in, ride this train)
Join in (Ride this train, y'all)
Start a love train (Come on, train), love train
All of you brothers over in Africa
Tell all the folks in Egypt, and Israel, too
Please don't miss this train at the station
'Cause if you miss it, I feel sorry, sorry for you
Well, people all over the world (Sisters and brothers)
Join hands (join, come on)
Start a love train (ride this train, y'all), love train
(Come on)People all over the world (Don't need no tickets)
Join hands (come on, ride), start a love train, love train
Ride, let it ride, let it ride, let it ride. People, ain't no war
People all over the world (on this train)
Join in (ride the train)Start a love train, love train (ride the train,y'all)
People all over the world (come on)
Join hands (you can ride or stand, yeah)
Start a love train, love train (makin' love)
People all over the world ('round the world, y'all)
Join hands (come on)Start a love train, love train

Songwriters: Kenneth Gamble and Leon Huff
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The Fight: 1965-1978 Quiz Questions (Based on Note Taking
Sheet)
1. ____Each of the following adjectives describes Mayor Rizzo EXCEPT
a. Intimidating.
b. Calm.
c. Powerful.
d.Charismatic.
2. ____The following was a result of factories closing in Philadelphia:
a. Homes lost value.
b. Civic organizations disintegrated.
c. Crime rates went up.
d. All of the above.
3. ____Each of the following is true of the Sound of Philadelphia EXCEPT
a. It combined elements of funk and soul.
b. Some songs included social commentary.
c. It was only played on black radio stations.
d. Words used to describe it include “magic” and “infectious”.
4. ____Both boxer Joe Frazier and members of the Stanley Cup winning
Philadelphia Flyers can be described as
a. Racist.
b. Aggressive.
c. Ignored by city residents.
d. All of the above.
5. ____ Mayor Frank Rizzo
a. Called in the National Guard which scared people away from the
Bicentennial.
b. Had positive relations with members of the press.
c. Was recalled following a successful petition campaign.
d. All of the above.

Answer Key:

1. b 2. d 3. c 4. b 5. a

